Epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS): past, present, and future.
Just as genome-wide association studies (GWAS) grew from the field of genetic epidemiology, so too do epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS) derive from the burgeoning field of epigenetic epidemiology, with both aiming to understand the molecular basis for disease risk. While genetic risk of disease is currently unmodifiable, there is hope that epigenetic risk may be reversible and or modifiable. This review will take a look back at the origins of this field and revisit the past early efforts to conduct EWAS using the 27k Illumina methylation beadarrays, to the present where most investigators are using the 450k Illumina beadarrays and finally to the future where next generation sequencing based methods beckon. There have been numerous diseases, exposures and lifestyle factors investigated with EWAS, with several significant associations now identified. However, much like the GWAS studies, EWAS are likely to require large international consortium-based approaches to reach the numbers of subjects, and statistical and scientific rigor, required for robust findings.